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Abstract: The article discusses the speech therapy diagnosis of children growing up in multilin-
gual environments. The authors present the desiderata of global standards used in the assessment 
of speech and language among bilingual children. Particular attention is paid to the important role  
of an interpreter in the differential diagnosis of the typical operations of speech/language develop-
ment, bilingualism and communication, and language deficits. The cases of speech patterns among 
bilingual children analysed both by the speech therapist and the interpreter complement the theo-
retical part of the article.
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The problem of the speech and language assessment of a bilingual child has 
to date been best described for the needs of those communities in which the use 
of many ethnic languages, other than the official or dominant language, can be 
noted. A broad approach to this issue in the theoretical and application aspect 
are available on Anglo-Saxon grounds, therefore this section presents the most 
important desiderata used by American Speech-Language Hearing Association 
(ASHA), Royal College of Speech and Language Therapy (RCSLT), Speech Pathology 
Australia (SPA). They form the basis of speech therapists’ activities in the United 
States, Great Britain, Australia and may become an inspiration to create a Polish 
version of the diagnostic standards for bilingual children1.

1 Detailed information may be found in the following documents: Bilingual Service…; Good 
Practise…; Working in a Culturally…
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The subjects of interest for bilingual speech therapists (BSLT – Bilingual 
Speech-Language Therapist) should be people who have learnt languages in  
a simultaneous and sequential manner, and those in whom the process of an 
additional language acquisition was supported by formal teaching (e.g.children 
following ELL curriculum – Eglish Language Learners).

The diagnostic process for a bilingual person hould begin with an interview, 
based on which information on bilingual functioning can be obtained: the age 
and method of language acquisition, dialect used (if applicable), languages used at 
home, in kindergarten/school, the time of exposure to each language, languages 
used in contact with peers, progress in acquisition and learning the language of 
instruction, all contacts with users of language of instruction and ethnic language, 
current proficiency in language of instruction and ethnic language, the age of 
immigration (if applicable) (Rimikis, Smiljanic, & Calandruccio, 2013, p. 793). The 
above data will help establish the preliminary characteristics of communicative 
competence developed by these people in both languages and relate it to notions 
such as “basal interpersonal skills” (BICS – Basal Interpersonal Commmunication 
Skills) or “academic language proficiency” (CALP – Cognitive Academic Language 
Proficiency) (Cummins, 2000, pp. 35–36; Lipińska, 2015).

The interview should also obtain information about the child’s physical devel-
opment from parents/guardians, determining the appropriate orientation of the 
diagnostic process (Thal, Jackson-Maldonado, & Acosta, 2000).

Eliciting production in both languages known to the child should be the next 
stage of the assessment. To carry it out, tools that have been developed specially 
for bilingual children are necessary. The factor excluding common speech ther-
apy tests from the use in the assessment is the fact that they were created based 
on data from monolingual children (Caesar & Kohler, 2007, p. 191). Reaserchers 
ascribe to them only an auxilliary function in the description of the observed 
language phenomena (Hegde & Maul, 2006, p. 348).

Phonological (Goldstein & Fabiano-Smith, 2007), morphological, syntactic 
and semantic (Austin, 2009; Morgan, Restrepo, & Auza, 2013; Paradis & Gen-
esee, 1996; Zurer-Pearson, Fernandez, & Kimbrough, 1993) analysis of bilingual 
data is the third stage of the diagnostic process. ASHA, RCSLT and SPA stipu-
late that its effect be a differential diagnosis consisting in classification of the 
observed language phenomena into those resulting from the contact of the sys-
tems and those resulting from communication deficit (Kohnert, 2013; Kohnert 
& Medina, 2009). The knowledge about positive and negative transfer, period  
of silence, code switching and ethnic language attrition should be a prerequisite 
of making a differential diagnosis2.

2 Cf. Anderson, 2010; Anderson & Centeno, 2007; Dulay, Burt, & Krashen, 1982, p. 22–23; 
Haynes, pp. 1–5; Meisel, 2001; 2006.
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2. Cooperation of a speech therapist with an interpreter

If a bilingual child must be diagnosed by a monolingual speech therapist, he 
or she must contact an interpreter – a person who knows the ethnic language 
of the examined child, and who will be able to actively participate in the entire 
diagnostic process.

The National Council on Interpreting in Health Care offers various ways of 
understanding such a person. In the document The terminology of health care 
interpretring. A glosarry of terms the authors distinguished an ad hoc interpreter, 
a certified interpreter, a qualified interpreter and translator (pp. 4–8). The ad 
hoc interpreter is a person without special education who declares knowledge of  
a second language and can provide a broker service free of charge. This could be  
a patient’s family member or volunteer. The certified interpreter has the appro-
priate qualifications, acquired through demanding courses, organized by govern-
mental institutions or non-governmental organizations. The qualified interpreter 
is a person who has a high level of communication competence in two languages, 
has basic training and follows the guidelines of the national code of ethics and 
standards of interpreting practice. The translator is understood as a professional 
in the field of translation of written texts. The basis of the National Council on 
Interpreting in Health Care recommendation is an anti-discrimination policy, 
which assumes full support for ethnic minorities and the ethical dimension of 
the realationship of the speech therapist and a child who needs comfort in the 
diagnostic situation (cf. Thordardottir, 2010, p. 526).

The role of the interpreter in the diagnostic process can be twofold: he/she 
can act as a cultural broker or lingusitics broker. The cultural broker provides 
the speech therapist with necessary information regarding the cultural heritage 
of e.g. a foreign child, enabling a proper assessment of his/her behavior. The 
language broker can perform a phonological, semantic and pragmatic analysis 
of a child’s speech and basic sociolinguistic characteristics of the environment 
the child comes from (Bilingual Service…). In addition to activities directly 
related to the translation and interpretation of cultural and language data, the 
interpreter may:
 ■ advise on the choice of diagnostic and therapeutic materials;
 ■ contribute to the creation of materials dedicated to ethnic minorities;
 ■ support the child and family during the diagnostic process;
 ■ foster speech therapists’ awareness;
 ■ of values, beliefs and the role of parents in the upbringing process in a given 

ethnic minority community;
 ■  encourage speech therapists’ awareness of the need for assessment and therapy 

of children from ethnic minorities;
 ■ support family speech therapy (Gerrish, Chau, Sobowale, & Birks, 2004, p. 409).
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The Good Practice for Speech and Language Therapists Working with Clients 
from Linguistics Minority Communities additionally specifies the actions that the 
speech therapist should take towards the interpreter:
 ■ training in diagnostics and speech therapy;
 ■ integration with speech therapists environment;
 ■ identification of individual patients or groups of patients with whom they can 

establish contact.

3. Bilingual speech language assessment in BID process

Henriette Langdon and Teresa Saenz (2016, pp. 109–133) proposed a three-
stage speech therapy diagnostic process that is carried out by a monolingual 
speech therapist and an interpreter: Briefing – Interaction – Debriefing Process.

Briefing consists in planning by the team of a meeting of parents/guardians 
and a child, taking such issues into account:
 ■ establishing detailed goals of the meeting;
 ■ naming strategies helpful with gathering key information (characterizing the 

child’s cultural and family context, adjusting the language of communication 
to the guardian and child, preparing for the guardian’s possible reluctance to 
answer questions);

 ■ observation of non-verbal behaviours both of the child and guardian;
 ■ clarifying the legal aspects of the diagnosis;
 ■ choice of a translation method;
 ■ choice of tests and diagnostic materials with respect to their importance

The second stage of the process is Interaction in which the speech therapist 
and interpreter:
 ■ observe the child’s verbal and non-verbal reactions during the test;
 ■ note down their observations;
 ■ partake in communnication with parents/guardians and child equally.

The most important stage in the view of this paper is Debriefing, in which:
 ■ the interpreter makes a transcript of language samples;
 ■ the speech therapist and interpreter analyse the data in terms of their correct-

ness and appropriacy in diagnostic situation;
 ■ the interpreter points at any deviations from the norms of the child’s ethnic 

language;
 ■ the team compile a diagnostic report.
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4. Speech therapy diagnosis of kindergarten children from Ukraine 
with the participation of an interpreter – own study

4.1. Data on Ukrainian emigration in Poland

The need for speech therapy diagnoses of children from Ukraine is directly 
related to a considerable growth of Ukrainian population in Poland. A new wave of 
mass emigration commenced in 2014 after political, economic and social changes 
in Ukraine. Revolution of Dignity, the beginning of war in the east of the coun-
try and Crimean annexation caused enormous changes in internal and external 
migration of the Ukrainian population. Poland became a target country of eco-
nomic emigration not only for individuals, but also whole families. It is estimated 
that there are 1.2 million Ukrainians in Poland, however special attention should 
be paid to the fact that there are significant difficulties in providing exact data 
(Ministerstwo Rodziny…; Urząd do Spraw…).

According to survey data, more than 60% of Ukrainian- and Russian-speaking 
emigrants express the will to live permanently in Poland. This type of declaration 
entails attending Polish kindergartens and schools where the Polish language is 
first a foreign language and then the second. In both cases, occurence of deveop-
mental communication disorders cannot be excluded.

Briefing
The assessment of kindergarten children’s speech pertained to previously 

presented BID formula and general guidelines for diagnosing bilingual people. 
The Briefing stage consisted in joint planning of the meeting with a parent and 
child. Its main aim was to obtain information related to child’s medical history, 
his/her current educational situation and all factors determining bilingual func-
tioning. Additionaly, proper speech therapy tools were selected, i.e . Speech and 
Language Assessment Questionnaire (Kwestionariusz badania mowy) (Billewicz 
& Zioło, 2012). The questionnaire in the Ukrainian language was upgraded by 
the interpreter. The conversation with the parent was to be held in Polish; con-
secutive interpretation was to be used when needed.

Interaction
The Language production allowed for obtaining data concerning phonology, 

syntax, vocabulary and morphology in both languages. During the assessment 
the speech therapist and interpreter both made observations of the child’s ver- 
bal and non-verbal communication. The parent did not interfere with the  
process.
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Debriefing
The analysis of the data obtained in the speech therapy assessment was per-

formed and the verification of the conclusions regarding the child’s behaviour 
reached. The most significant part was scrutinizing his and her utterances in 
both examined languages. The following analysis contains data that underwent 
interpretation.

4.2. Data collected during examination in Polish

Child: M.; sex: boy; age: 4;3
Simultaneous bilingualism (Polish-Ukrainian); Russian occasionally 

used in interactions with his grandmother

The phonetic-phonological subsystem. Labialization of [o] was identified in 
the word koszyk /kɔʃyk/ ‘basket’ – the operation should be classified as the deve-
lopmental code mixing. The noun chleb ‘bread’ was realized as /kxlɛp/ – epen-
thesis of [k] in the noun [xlep] is not related to the Ukr. хліб /xlib/ ‘bread’ or 
Russian equivalent хлеб /xlʲɛp/. Such an operation should be classified as deve-
lopmental irrespectively of bilingualism. The substitution of [l] by [r] in the noun 
parasol ‘umbrella’ /parasɔl/ – /parasɔr/ is not related to the Ukrainian equivalent 
парасоля /parasɔlʲa. Such an operation should be classified as developmental. The 
substitution of [l] by [w] was noted in the lexical borrowing кукла /kukwa/ ‘doll’, 
used instead of the expected Pol. lalka. Such an operation should be classified as 
the developmental code mixing. The depalatalization of [rʲ] was observed in the 
Russian lexical borrowing курица /kurɨʦa/, used instead of the expected Pol. 
kogut ‘rooster’, the depalatalization of [rʲ] was noted. Such an operation should 
be classified as the developmental code mixing. Elision of [nʲ] and palatalization 
of [m] in the word ziemniak ‘potato’ – /zʲɛmʲak/; the linguistic operations should 
be classified as developmental and independent of languages used. The substitu-
tion of [g] by [k] in the noun kogut ‘rooster’ – /kɔkut/; the operation should be 
classified as developmental and independent of languages used. The movement 
of the stress to the second-to-last syllable in the word рука – /’ruka/ ‘ręka’. Such 
an operation could be classified as the developmental mixing of Ukrainian and 
Polish codes.

The lexical subsystem. Lexical operations in majority of examples are related 
to the developmental code mixing: the contamination of Rus. заколка /zakɔlka/ 
‘hairpin’ (Pol. spinka) and Pol. spinacz /spʲnaʧ/ ‘clip’ – /zapʲinaʧ/; the lexical sub-
stitution of the noun spinka ‘hairpin’; the contamination of Pol. rycerz /rɨʦɛʃ/ 
‘knight’ and Ukr. рицар /rɨʦar/ ‘knight’ – /rɨʦɛr/ functioning as a substitution of 
the Polish noun diabeł ‘devil’. The lexical substitution of the Polish word owoce 
– /vaʒɨva/ ‘fruit’, likely due to formal similarity of Ukr. овочі /ɔvɔʧi/ ‘vegetables’. 
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The Russian borrowing телевизор ‘TV’ /tʲilʲɛvizar/ realized as /tʲilʲɛvizɔr/ was 
used as a substitution of Pol. telewizor ‘TV’. The Russian borrowing игрушки  
/igruʃki/ ‘toys’ (Pol. zabawki) as a lexical substitution of the noun zabawki ‘toys’. 
The Ukrainian/Russian borrowing люблю /lʲublʲu/ ‘I like’ functioning as a lexi-
cal substitution of the Polish verb lubię ‘I like’. The Russian borrowing картошка  
/kartɔʃka/ ‘potato’ (Pol. ziemniak) as a lexical substitution of the Polish noun ziem-
nieak ‘potato’. The neologism /bɔtɨn/ occured as a lexical substitution of the Polish 
noun bocian ‘stork’ – the operation was developmental, independent of languages 
used. The neologism /litavʲɛʦ/ is a contamination of Pol. latawiec /latavʲɛʦ/ ‘kite’ 
and the Ukrainian verb літати /litatɨ/, which occurred as a lexical substitution of 
the noun balon ‘baloon’. The Russian borrowing глаз /glas/ ‘eye’ (Pol. oko) occu-
red as a lexical substitution of the Polish noun oko ‘eye’. The neologism /gʒebʲik/ 
was used as a lexical substitution of the Polish noun grzebień ‘comb’ – a deve-
lopmental operation, not related to the languages used. The Ukrainian/Russian 
borrowing шапка /ʃapka/ ‘hat’ (Pol. czapka) was used as a lexical substitution 
of the Polish noun czapka ‘hat’. The Russian borrowing . дети /dʲɛti/ ‘children’ 
(Pol. dzieci) was used as a lexical substitution of the Polish noun dzieci ‘children’. 
The Russian borrowing. автобус /aftɔbus/ ‘bus’ (Pol. autobus) was functioning as  
a lexical substitution of the Polish noun autobus ‘bus’.

The grammatical subsystem. The developmental mixing of codes on the gram-
matical level was presented in multiple examples: The change of the ending /ɛ/ 
in the noun owoce /ɔvɔʦɛ/ ‘fruit’ to /ɨ/ – /ɔvɔʦɨ/; the operation was related to the 
interference from the Russian language: the ending–(ц)ы as in words огурцы, 
пальцы /ɔgurʦɨ/, /palʲʦɨ/ ‘cucumbers’ (Pol. ogórki), ‘fingers’ (Pol. palce). Ukraini-
nan syntax was applied in the sentence /ja lʲublʲu dɨni/, additionally the change 
of the inflectional ending /ɛ/ to /i/ in the form of the Polish word dynie ‘pump-
kins’ occurred under the influence of the Ukrainian form дині /dɨni/ ‘melons’ 
(Pol. melony). Ukrainian syntax was applied to the sentence /ja lʲublʲu võʒɨ/. Fur-
thermore a substitution of /ę/ by /õ/ was noted in the word /vɛʒ̃ɨ/ ‘snakes’ – the 
operation was developmental, unrelated to languages used. The change of the 
inflectional ending in the word ogórek ‘cucumber’ – /ɔgurʦɛ/ under the influen-
ce of the Rus. огурцы /ɔgurʦɨ/ ‘cucumbers’ (Pol. ogórki). The use of Ukrainian 
syntax in the sentence /ja lʲublʲu gɛs̃iv/ – the change of the accusative case ending 
of the plural form of the noun gęsi ‘geese’ took place by analogy with the ending 
of the accusative case of the plural masculine form in Ukrainian. The develop-
mental mixing of Polish and Ukrainian codes with incorrect syntactic scheme 
in both languages was observed in sentences /tɔ jɛst ʦɔ vklʲuʧajɛ svʲatwa/ and  
/tut mɔʒna ʃɔtɔ jesʲʦʲ/. The developmental mixing of Polish and Ukrainian codes 
with the incorrect use of the Polish pronoun ich ‘them’ instead of the non-male-
personal gender form je in the structure was observed in the sentence /ja lʲublʲu 
ɔglʲõdaʦʲ sʲlimaki, lʲublʲu ix karmiʦʲ/, probably related to the lack of maleperso-
nal/non-malepersonal categorization in Ukrainian. The developmental mixing of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasal_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasal_vowel
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Polish and Russian codes was obserced in expressions: /ɛtɔ jɛst takaja […] mɔʒna 
ɕõɕʦʲ i katats:a/; /kura takaja nazɨva ɕɛ kɔkut/; /bɔ ja lʲublʲu bɔtɨnɨ i tam bɨw tam 
u dzʲatka bɨw takɔj bɔtɨn a tam bɨw takɔj bɔtɨn takɔj u nas u dzʲatka i ɔn stɔjaw 
i uliʧɨw patʃɨw na nas i uliʧɨw/; /ʒɛbɨ nʲɛ uʦʲɛkw kakɔj ta pʲɛs/.

Child: S.; sex: girl; age: 4;8
Sequential bilingualism (Ukrainian and occasional borrowings from Russian); 

Polish acquired sequentially

The phonetic-phonological subsystem. Substitution of [l] by [w] in the noun 
lampa ‘lamp’ /wampa/; operation related to the interference from Polish (hard 
Ukr. [l] pronounced like Pol. [w]). The substitution of softened [h] by softened 
[p] in Pol. hipopotam ‘hippopotamus’ – /pipɔpɔtam/; the operation should be 
classified as developmental independent of languages used. The substitution of 
buccal [o] by labial [ɔ] in the word /kɔmin/; the operation triggered by the Ukra-
inian language interference. Developmental operations have been noted on the 
phonetic level, independent of languages used: /skaf/ – the substitution of [ʃ] 
by [s]; /kuklʲa/ – the substitution of [l] by [lʲ]; /sɔsiska/ – the substitution of [ɨ]  
by [i]. Developmental operations i.e. substitutions of [l] by [lʲ] and [ʧ] by [ʦ] in the 
words /klʲɔun/ ‘clown’ (Pol. klaun) and /ʦɛmɔdan/ ‘suitcase’ (Pol. walizka) could 
also be noted. The stress was moved in the noun /kov’basa/ to the second-to-last 
syllable; the operation was related to the Polish language interference.

The lexical subsystem. Occasionally Russian lexical borrowings were inden-
tified in the speech of the bilingual child e.g. the Russsian borrowing шкаф  
/ʃkaf/ ‘wardrobe’ (Pol. szafa) realized in speech as /skaf/, being a lexical substi-
tution of the Polish noun szafa ‘wardrobe’. The Russian borrowing cковородка  
/skɔvɔrɔtka/ ‘frying pan’ (Pol. patelnia) was functioning as a substitution of the 
Polish noun patelnia ‘frying pan’. The Ukrainian borrowing каструля /kastrulʲa/ 
‘pot’ (Pol. garnek) was a lexical substitution of the Polish noun garnek ‘pot’. The 
Russian borrowing кукла /kukla/ ‘doll’ (Pol. lalka) was a lexical substitution of 
the Polish noun lalka ‘doll’. The Ukrainian borrowing чемодан /ʧɛmɔdan/ ‘suit-
case’ (Pol. walizka) realized as /ʦɛmɔdan/ was a lexical substitution of the Polish 
noun walizka ‘suitcase’. The Ukrainian borrowing cосискa /sɔsɨska/ ‘frankfurter’ 
(Pol. parówka) realized as /sɔsiska/ was a lexical substitution of the Polish noun 
kiełbasa ‘sausage’. The Ukrainian borrowing ковбаса /kovbasa/ ‘sausage’ (Pol. 
kiełbasa) constituted a lexical substitution of the Polish noun kiełbasa ‘sausage’. 
The Russian borrowing автобус /aftɔbus/ ‘bus’ (Pol. autobus) was a lexical substi-
tution of the Polish noun autobus ‘bus’. The Ukrainian borrowing ванна /van:a/ 
‘bath’ (Pol. wanna or łazienka) was observed as a lexical substitution of the Polish 
noun łazienka ‘bath’. The Russian borrowing забор /zabɔr/ ‘fence’ (Pol. płot) con-
stituted a lexical substitution of the Polish noun płot ‘fence’. The Ukrainian bor-
rowing цвітна капуста /ʦvitna kapusta/ and the use of /kapusta/ instead of the 
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Pol. kalafior ‘cauliflower’. The Ukrainian borrowing дошка /dɔʃka/ ‘board’ (Pol. 
tablica) was relized as /dɛska/, which was a lexical substitution of the Polish noun 
tablica ‘board. Ukr. яблуко /jablukɔ/ ‘apple’ (Pol. jabłko) and Pol. jabłko ‘apple’  
/ia̯pko/ – was used in the form of /jabukɔ/. The Russian borrowing фартук /fartuk/ 
‘apron’ (Pol. fartuch) was a lexical substitution of the Polish noun fartuch ‘apron’.

The grammatical subsystem: It was not possible to collect sufficient data during 
the examination which could be used to present a valuable analysis.

4.3. Data gathered during the examination in Ukrainian

Child: M.; sex: boy; age: 4;3
Simultaneous bilingualism (Polish-Ukrainian); Russian used occasionally 

in interactions with his grandmother

The phonetic-phonological subsystem. Majority of examples are operations 
related to the developmental mixing of language codes: the substitution from [l] to 
[w] in the Ukrainian words акула /akula/ ‘shark’ – /akuwa/; Ukr. лелека /lɛlɛka/ 
‘stork’ – /wɛwɛka/; Ukr. білка /bilka/ ‘squirrel’ – /biwka/; Ukr. лампа /lampa/ 
‘lampa’ – /wampa/; Ukr. олень /olɛnʲ/ ‘deer’ – /ɔwɛnʲ/. Also /ɦ/→/x/ devoicing 
examples were noted. They are likely to be related to the influence of the Polish 
language and the elision of the phoneme /ɦ/, characteristic of the Ukrainian lan-
guage only: Ukr.n вагон /vaɦɔn/ ‘carriage’ – /vaxɔn/; Ukr. носоріг /nɔsɔriɦ/ ‘rhi-
noceros’ – /nɔsɔrix/. The syllable /ɦɛ/ was reduced in the Ukrainian noun бегемот 
/bɛɦɛmɔt/ ‘hippopotamus’, which resulted in the form /bɛmɔt/. The tendency to 
devoice last voiced consonants was also observed: Ukr. зуб /zub/ ‘tooth’ – /zup/, 
which is the impact of the influence of the Polish language. The substitution of 
[ɔ] to [u] appeared in the Ukrainian word сова /sɔva/ ’owl’ resulting in /suva/, 
which relates to the nonnormative labialization of the vowel /ɔ/ in Ukrainian.

The lexical subsystem. The Polish borrowing fontanna ‘fountain’ was a lexi-
cal substitution of the Ukrainian noun фонтан /fɔntan/ ‘fountain’; the operation 
was related to the developmental mixing of languages. The Russian borrowing 
мaлоток /malatɔk/ ‘hammer’ constituted a lexical substitution of the Ukrainian 
noun молоток /mɔlɔtɔk/ ‘hammer’; the operation is also related to the develop-
mental mixing of languages. The contamination of Ukr. виноград /vɨnɔɦrad/ 
‘grapes’ and Pol. winogrona ‘grapes’ resulted in /vɨnɔgrɔda/. The Ukr. лох /lɔx/, 
used in colloquial language to describe someone stupid or naive, occurred as  
a lexical substitution of the Ukr. лось /lɔsʲ/ ‘deer’. Ukr. князь /knʲazʲ/ ‘prince’ was 
substituted by /pan jɛzus/. The operations could be classified as developmental.

The grammatical subsystem. The developmental mixing of Ukrainian and 
Polish was observed in sentences and expressions: /ɛta rɛkʲin bɔ ja lʲublʲu rekʲinɨ/; 
/ɛto jɛst zavʃɛ xɔmik/; /ja lʲublʲu ɛtu bajka/; /ja jadwɛm na ɔbit sup/; /ɛta lizak/; 
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/z Santɔju jizdɨtʲ ɕwʲɛ̃tɨ Mikɔwaj/; /ɛta gvʲaztka/; /ruki namalʲovanɛ bɔ jal ʲublʲu 
malʲuvatʲ/. Confusing inflectional endings and grammatical forms in the child was 
caused by linguistic interference: /ɛ/ instead of /i/ in Ukr. туфлі /tufli/ ‘shoes’ was 
realized as /tuflʲɛ/, the ending used was as in Pol. palce ‘fingers’, pantofle ‘slippers’; 
/ɨ/ to /i/ in Ukr. ноги /nɔɦɨ/ was realized as /nɔgi/, which is also resulting from 
the influence of the Pol. language. The borrowing of Pol. pająk ‘spider’ and the 
use of Ukr. ending /iv/ appearing in plural nouns in accusative was observed in 
the sentence /ja lʲublʲu pajõkiv/.

Child: S.; sex: girl; age: 4;8
Sequential bilingualism (Ukrainian and occasional borrowings from Russian); 

Polish acquired sequentially

The phonetic-phonological subsystem. Operations related to the interferen-
ce of the Polish language are the following: the devoicing from [ɦ] to [x] in Ukr. 
гарбуз /ɦarbuz/ ‘pumpkin’, which results in /xarbuz/; Ukr. носоріг /nɔsɔriɦ/ ‘rhi-
noceros’ as /nɔsɔrix/; the substitution of [ɦ] by [g] in Ukr. газета /ɦazɛta/ ‘new-
spaper’, resulting in /gazɛta/; Ukr. вагон /vaɦɔn/ ‘carriage’, resulting in /vagɔn/; 
Ukr. бегемот /bɛɦɛmɔt/ ‘hippopotamus’, resulting in /bɛgɛmɔt/; Ukr. виноград  
/vɨnɔɦrad/ ‘grapes’, resulting in /vɨnɔgrad/; the substitution of [l] by [lʲ] and [ṷ] 
by [f] in Ukr. лев/lɛṷ/ ‘lion’, resulting in /lʲɛf/. The substitution of [sʲ] by [ɕ] in 
Ukr. бабуся /babusʲa/ ‘grandmother’, resulting in /babuɕa/; Ukr. сім /sʲim/ ‘seven’ 
as /ɕim/; Ukr. таксі /taksʲi/ ‘taxi’ as /takɕi/. The stress was moved to the second-
-to-last syllable in Ukr. сова /sɔ’va/, which resulted in /’sɔva/. Also the substitu-
tion of [l] by [w] occurred in Ukr. дятел /dʲatɛl/ ‘woodpecker’, which resulted in  
/dʲatɛw/. Furthermore the depalatelization of /ʦʲ/ was observed in Ukr. заєць  
/zajɛʦʲ/ ‘hare’, which resulted in /zajɛʦ/. Developmental operations not related to 
languages used: the [l] palatalization in Ukr. акула /akula/ ‘shark’, resulting in 
/akulʲa/; the substitution of [l] by [r] in Ukr. ялинка /jalɨnka/ ‘christmas tree’, 
resulting in /jirɨnka/; the elision of [m] in Ukr. трамвай/tramvaj/ ‘tram’, resul-
ting in /travaj/.

The lexical subsystem. Interferences from the Polish language on the lexi-
cal level were observed: a lexical substitution of the noun кенгуру /kɛnɦuru/ 
as /kʲɛngur/; the Polish borrowing pantofle ‘slippers’ including movement of 
the ending /i/ from Ukrainian, being a lexical substitution of Ukr. туфлі /tufli/ 
‘slippers’, effectively realized as /pantɔfli/; the Polish borrowing ucho ‘ear’ being  
a lexical substitution of Ukr. вухо /vuxɔ/; the Polish borrowing czapka ‘hat’ 
with phonetic substitution of [ʧ] by [ʦ] constituted a lexical substitution of Ukr. 
шапка /ʃapka/ ‘hat’; the Polish borrowing guzik ‘button’ as a lexical substitution 
of Ukr. ґудзик /guʣɨk/ ‘button’; the Polish borrowing wazon ‘vase’ as a lexical 
substitution of Ukr. ваза /vaza/ ‘vase’; the Polish borrowing król ’król’ as a lexical 
substitution of the Ukr. король /kɔrɔlʲ/; the Polish borrowing ciasteczka ‘cookies’  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasal_vowel
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(in the incorrect form ciasteczki) as a lexical substitution of the Ukr. печиво  
/pɛʧɨvɔ/ ‘cookies’; the Polish borrowing dziób ‘beak’ as a lexical substitution of the 
Ukr. дзьоб /ʣʲɔb/ ‘beak’; the Russian borrowing паук /pauk/ ‘spider’ as a lexi-
cal substitution of the Ukr. noun павук /pavuk/ ‘spider’; the Russian borrowing. 
пчела /pʧʲɛla/ ‘bee’, as a lexical substitution of the Ukr. бджола /bʤɔla/, realized 
as /pʧɛla/; the contamination of Ukr. Вінні Пух /vin:i pux/ ‘Winnie-the-Pooh’ 
and Pol. Kubuś Puchatek as /vin:i puxatɛk/.

The grammatical subsystem. The mixing of Polish, Ukrainian and Russian 
codes occurred in the grammatical subsystem: /papuzka ktura povtorʲajɛ/ or  
/jajʦɔ/ – changing of the ending [ɛ] to [ɔ] in Ukr. яйце /jajʦɛ/ ‘egg’ and Rus. 
яйцо /jajʦɔ/.

5. Conclusions

The gathering of bilingual data from the boy M. and the girl S., interpretation 
in reference to the developmental norms for uni- and bilingual (simultaneous and 
sequential) children as well as the general paradigms for Polish, Ukrainian and 
Russian languages made it possible to come to certain conclusions. The coopera-
tion of the unilingual speech and language therapist with the interpreter resul-
ted in identification of phenomena typical for multilingual development – code 
mixing and interferences from the dominant and inherited languages in the chil-
dren under examination. Additionally, it was possible to differentiate between the 
performed linguistic operations, which can potentially be observed in children’s 
speech, i.e. developmental (observed as well among unilingual children) resul-
ting from the interaction of two and/or three language systems; pronunciation 
and/or speech disorders. Such a differential diagnosis made it possible to fully 
evaluate the language competences in the phonetic-phonological, grammatical 
and lexical subsystems.

In the phonetic-phonological subsystems of M. and S. the changing of the buc-
cal [o] to the labial [o] as well as the elision of consonants, which do not occur in 
Polish, i.e. [ɦ], hard [l], or soft [rʲ] were prominent. Further essential observations 
are: frequent substitutions of the Ukrainian [l] by Polish [w], palatalization of [k] 
and [g] in Ukrainian and the replacement of the Ukrainian softened consonants 
[sʲ] and [zʲ] by the Polish soft [ɕ] and [ʑ]. Another phenomenon resulting from 
the contact of languages is a tendency to preserve paroxytonic stress, essential in 
the Polish language. Signs of phonetic development appeared in the children exa-
mined in parallel to the unilingual ones e.g. substitutions of [r] by[l] or alveolar 
consonants by dental consonants. In both cases no articulation disorders were 
noted in either Polish or Ukrainian language.
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The overview of the data gathered indicates the supremacy of the use of Ukra-
inian and Russian lexical database and mutual, interlingual impacts on the cre-
ation of the correct inflected forms in M. and S. Both children demonstrated the 
application of the syntax which was not always relevant to the Polish, Ukrainian, 
or Russian, which can be interpreted as a developmental process.

The performed diagnostic examination of the Polish-Ukrainian-Russian mul-
tilingualism, in line with the BID Process, proved the validity of its application 
and clearly highlighted the significance of the cooperation of the unilingual spe-
ech and language therapist and the interpreter. Participation of an experienced 
Slavicist (a native user of the Ukrainian and Russian languages) made it possible 
to perform fully evaluation of the Ukrainian and Russian languages and com-
pare it with the Polish language competence. Such a procedure facilitated the 
realization of the main goal i.e. the differential diagnosis. This analysis can also 
be a guideline for speech and language therapists who struggle with the correct 
diagnosing of children from multilingual environment, especially from across 
the Eastern boarder.
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